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Our mission

“We empower every person and 
every organization on the planet
to achieve more."

Satya Nadella, CEO

“Wir ermöglichen jeder Person
und jeder Organisation auf dem
Planeten, mehr zu erreichen.”



Our word is dramatically changing!



▪ DevopsCloud PlatformHybrid

▪ Apps As Business value Over All Other Components

▪ Devops Process, tool support

▪ Cloud Platfrom Features and Benefits

▪ Infrastructure As Code To App Fabric

Hybrid With Azure Stack

Demos

Vsts Deployment Web App And Devops

Oss Devops With Container

Hybrid To Azurestack



advanced healthcare systems

Retail

Citizens

Hospitals & satellite care centers

EMRs

Tech Companies

Insurers
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emerging healthcare challenges

14 million healthcare worker positions 

will go unfilled in 2030 as the world 

experiences a global shortage of 

healthcare workers.5

Shortage of healthcare workers

2 billion people in 2050 will be over 60 years 

old, representing an increase of 10% over 

today’s aging population.3

Aging populations

$6.2 billion USD are lost due to data 

breaches to the health industry every 

year, leading to increased pressure in 

security and compliance.2

Rapidly emerging technologies

97% of patients have raised 

expectations around their healthcare, 

expecting every health institution to 

have access to their full medical history.4

Increasing patient expectations

70% of hospital executives worldwide 

attribute growth to keeping up with 

technology trends.1

Growing cybersecurity threats



AI

ML

Assigning human-like qualities to 

digital experiences

Perceives its environment

Mimics cognitive functions

Learns from example in volumes 

of data

Program that writes itself based 

on examples

Classifies, recommends, predicts, 

groups, segments

Weak AI

Separate cognitive functions, seeing, 

natural language, vision

Strong AI - AGI

Combining weak AI with a 

consciousness or “mind”

What is AI?



Operational Analytics
Actionable insights to optimize performance

Staffing 
Management

Claims 
Management

Cost
Management

Readmissions 
Management

Population 
Health

Medical 
Image 

Intelligence

Predictive 
Care 

Guidance

Data 

& AI

Clinical Analytics: 
Transform data into prescriptive insights

Throughput 
Management

Behavior 
Analytics

AI in Health
Use Case Taxonomy



www.customvision.ai

http://www.customvision.ai/


Microsoft Custom Vision Cognitive Service

Experiment: Performance metrics are based on cross-validation during training



Custom Vision Model Performance

Default Training (<1 Minute) Advanced Training (1h)

Experiment: BC03, Performance metrics are based on cross-validation during training

▪ Training only the top fully connected of the neural net

▪ Basic hyperparameter tuning and data augmentation

▪ Also fine tuning the last blocks of the base network

▪ Advanced hyperparameter tuning

▪ More data augmentation

▪ Different improvement strategies explored
(depending on provided time budget)



Blood Sample
Immunosequencing Machine Learning Universal Diagnostic
Immunosequencing Machine Learning Universal Diagnostic



LIME
Local

Interpretable

Model-Agnostic

Explanations

1. Permute Data **

2. Calculate distance between permutations and original 

observations

3. Make predictions on new data using complex model

4. Pick m features best describing the complex model 

outcome from the permuted data **

5. Fit a simple model to the permuted data with m

features and similarity scores as weights **

6. Feature weights from the simple model make 

explanations for the complex models local behavior

How

It

Works

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CY3t11vuuOM

Kasia Kulma, PHD

Example 

2:

Example 

1:

https://github.com/marcotcr/lime

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CY3t11vuuOM
https://github.com/marcotcr/lime




Number of atoms

Age of the universe
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Classical

Computing

Addressing classically intractable problems
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